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### Key messages

- The role that children and young people have in welfare systems tasked with meeting their needs is of interest to policy makers, practitioners, researchers, parents and children.
- Key legislative and policy imperatives identify the responsibilities of practitioners to place children and young people at the centre of assessment and decision-making.
- Notwithstanding these drivers, the message from inquiry reports and research undertaken with children and young people and practitioners is that despite exhortations to involve them, the child’s voice can be lost.
- The degree to which children and young people are at the centre of assessment and decision-making in a meaningful manner, depends on the capacity of practitioners, supported by the systems in which they train and work, to form relationships and communicate effectively with them.

### Introduction

In order to produce this briefing, research which considered children and young people’s experiences of assessment and decision-making within child welfare and protection was reviewed. The majority of this was based on relatively small-scale qualitative studies with children and young people generally accessed through gatekeepers (social workers, teachers, health professionals) within Local Authorities and Health. The manner in which the research was conducted, the methods used, and who participated or was excluded has an impact on the nature of the data collected and its analysis. Although there were some examples of research with younger children\(^1\), the voices of children under 8 were generally absent\(^2,3\) and children with disabilities were often excluded, or their views were mediated through parents or carers\(^4,5,6\). More research has been undertaken with children and young people in alternative placements than those who remain at home\(^7\). Children who were experiencing difficulties within their placement or at home were excluded from the research by gatekeepers, either because it was deemed to be too sensitive, or because of anxieties that their involvement in research might destabilise their placement\(^8,9\). There is only limited research with those children who have experienced investigative interviews\(^10\). These factors need to be borne in mind when applying the messages more generally, and are areas for future research.

Literature and research on the factors which impinge on practitioners’ capacity to work with children was consulted, including how practitioners communicate with children. Studies conducted within Scotland, other areas of the UK, and abroad are included. Given the distinct nature of the Scottish Children’s Hearing system this may have some implications for practice.
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A range of practitioners from different professional backgrounds may be involved with a child or young person at different stages in their life. There are some cross-cutting themes which are relevant to all; however there are some messages which will be particular to the role of the professional and the aims of their engagement.

The briefing considers children and young people’s ‘involvement’ in the assessment and decision-making processes. The concept and practice of ‘involvement’ can include a breadth of different experiences. Similar to the range of definitions and practices around ‘partnership’, ‘involvement’ may mean different things to different people, from participating in processes which directly impact on the child or young person, to being involved in developing service delivery at a more strategic level. It can be argued that how seriously child protection agencies take children’s rights can be judged by the extent to which children have effective input in to any investigative or decision-making processes; and the degree to which their views are incorporated in to planning for them or on behalf of them.

Why is the issue important?

It is the responsibility of all those working with children and young people to communicate directly with them, and to take cognisance of their views in assessment and decision-making. This is set out in a range of legislative and policy documents and guidance including Getting It Right For Every Child. These documents reflect the principles of the UN convention; they also mirror wider discourses about the capacity and right of children to participate in decisions which affect them. However, involving children is a complex process, as is the process of communication which underpins it. The research appears to indicate that despite legislative and policy drivers their involvement continues to be limited, and is dependent on the values as well as skills of the practitioners. Where children and young people are involved, there is some evidence that this can be in ways or in forums which do not take in to account their age and stage or particular needs. There are instances where children and young people were not provided with interpreters and where workers have lacked sufficient skills to enable meaningful participation– for example when engaging with children and young people who have disabilities.

What does the research tell us?

There is a body of research on children’s experiences of assessment and decision-making within systems of child welfare and protection. The messages have been consistent over the years. Children and young people in a range of settings, and at different times of their lives want practitioners who are reliable, consistent, honest, and warm, and who get to know them and care about them. They want processes in which they are included in a way which is meaningful for them. They have also been consistent as to what they have found unhelpful. These include being critical of systems where they feel they have no control and practitioners who don’t listen, are constantly changing, and are unreliable or unavailable. Where children and young people felt they were not fully involved or that their views had not been listened to it affected their commitment to engage and to be honest about their experiences. It may also have an ongoing impact on their wellbeing and abilities to be involved in decisions later in life. There are obvious implications for assessment and decision-making within child welfare and protection if those who should be at the centre of the process are indicating that at times they experience being on the periphery.

As there is research on children’s involvement, so there is a body of work which considers the capacity of practitioners to engage with children and young people and what factors support them. Much of this focuses on social workers and to some extent this reflects the roles and responsibilities they have. However, there are also studies which explore the key role teachers, health professionals, and the police have with children and young people and the skills they need to communicate effectively with children and involve them.

One area identified, particularly in the health literature, is how practitioners balance the needs of children and their parents, and the impact this can have on professional capacity and willingness to engage with children. A number of themes emerge about what factors influence the way individual practitioners and the systems within which they work involve children and young people. These include:

- The amount and quality of pre- and post-qualifying training in relation to communicating with children and young people, and the concomitant effect this has on the skill and confidence of the individual practitioners.
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- The role of supervision or an equivalent (although supervision should be part of social work practice, it may be absent or take a different form for other professionals) in supporting direct work66,57.
- The personal qualities of the worker and their capacity to communicate effectively and form relationships58,59.
- The emotional labour involved in listening, and the measures a professional might use to avoid hearing children’s difficult experiences60.
- The impact of increased audit and Information Technology (IT). There are suggestions that as a consequence of changes in IT and increased level of audit, the time social workers have to spend with children and young people and form the relationships which are central to enabling young people to engage and participate is being eroded61. Organisations and practitioners are focusing on more measurable outputs, rather than the less measurable, less immediately tangible aspects of work which would include forming relationships with children and young people62.

When reviewing the factors which affect a particular child’s involvement in assessment and decision-making three areas emerge as significant across the different professional groups involved with children and young people. First, are the values one ascribes to children and childhood and where on a continuum between protection and participation the child is placed. This has an impact on the willingness of adults to share relevant information with the child and include him or her in a range of decision-making processes. Second, is the relationship between professionals and parents. In some instances children’s views are mediated through parents or the focus moves from child to parent. Third, effective intervention depends on professionals forming relationships with children and young people, and having the capacity to communicate. Communication is a dynamic two way process, which depends on skill, time, effort and practice. It requires those involved to be clear about the purpose and aim, and recognise that children and young people may communicate verbally and non-verbally in ways which are different to adults63,64,65.

Further resources

A number of commentators have identified that while there is much written on what professionals should do with children and young people, there is far less on how they should do it. There are resources which can be used to help professionals in their interactions with children. However, these are an adjunct to good communication, rather than a replacement. The primary resource is the worker, and their willingness and ability to form meaningful relationships and see children and young people as active participants in assessment and decision-making processes.

As an example, a practitioner on the post-qualifying Graduate Certificate in Child Welfare and Protection (University of Stirling) described how at the end of each one to one session with a nine year old girl they both agreed what the main points had been and wrote them on a post card which the girl took home. This meant they also had to agree what part of their work would be passed on to the girl’s parent(s). A space was left on the card so that in between meetings the girl could make a note of things which she wanted to talk about the next time thereby setting her agenda.

This is a good example of a practitioner sensitively and thoughtfully engaging a child. It did not require expensive resources (a postcard and a pen); rather it was dependent on the worker’s motivation, communication skills, and a real commitment to working alongside the child.
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